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Abstract

Ad hoc networks are autonomous dynamic net-
works composed of mobile devices like personal
digital assistants (PDA) for instance. In such mo-
bile networks, lack of infrastructure leads to non
trivial information discovery and dissemination. A
scheme in which a unique object centralizes in-
formation is not efficient for many reasons. In
this paper, we propose a probabilistic algorithm
to satisfactorily distribute an information token
among nodes forming the network by using local-
ized datas. Then, in order to limit the number of
memorizing nodes, we propose to make memorize
nodes belonging to a dominating set.

1 Introduction

Ad hoc networks are autonomous dynamic net-
works composed of mobile devices like personal
digital assistants (PDA) for instance. In such mo-
bile networks, lack of infrastructure leads to non
trivial information discovery and dissemination. A
scheme in which a unique object centralizes infor-
mation is not efficient for many reasons. For in-
stance, let us consider a location server which pro-
vides geographic location of nodes. Such server
can be used in several layers: in geographical rout-
ing [9] or context-aware applications.

Indeed, it is difficult to maintain a centralized
structure because of network topology variation.
Firstly, if we do not suppose any fixed access point,
maintaining the server location is expensive. Sec-
ondly, even if we have a fixed access point, nodes

which are far from the server are penalized since
request time increases with distance. Thirdly, this
kind of architecture raises an issue: the server may
become the seat of a bottleneck. As a matter of
fact, all requests are sent to the single server. This
issue is known in wire infrastructures. This is
why research focuses on proposing distributed ver-
sions of known centralized algorithms in the wired
world. Finally, and it is again a well known issue in
wired infrastructures, if the server falls down, the
entire network is paralyzed. The ideal dissemina-
tion would be each node knows all available infor-
mation in the network but considering that mobiles
are limited in memory space and energy, it is not a
realistic solution.

In this paper, we propose a probabilistic algo-
rithm to satisfactorily distribute an information to-
ken among nodes forming the network, that is to
say only a given number of nodes will memorize.
Then, in order to limit the number of memorizing
nodes, we propose to make memorize nodes be-
longing to a dominating set. A dominating node
decides to memorize according to a probability. In
our proposal, a node considers as priority both its
id and the id of the source of information. We do
not consider a particular type of information and
we discuss on how efficiently realize the dissemi-
nation. This kind of dissemination would find ap-
plication in service discovery where mobiles may
need to access services or in routing for example.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next
section we will review some architectural supports
which have been set up in this two particular fields
of application and we will deal with dominating
sets. In Section 3, we will expose our proposal.
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Then, in Section 4, we will analyze the results of
the experiments. Finally, in Section 5, we will sum
up our proposal and give details for future work.

2 Literature Review

In this section, we first deal with some architec-
tural supports proposed in the literature for service
discovery and for geographical routing. Then, we
deal with dominating sets.

2.1 Architectural Supports for Service
Discovery and Geographical Routing

Information dissemination is something impor-
tant for service discovery. An efficient information
dissemination can allow to reduce message over-
head and request time.

In the literature, proposed service discovery ar-
chitectures are generally centralized although it is
not a suitable solution for ad hoc networks. In [6],
the authors try to show that it is not inevitably a bad
choice. They deal with Directory Agents hosted by
nodes forming a dominating set [4]. This DAs al-
low servers to record services they provide. The
disadvantage of this solution is that the memoriz-
ing nodes are always the same. The nodes forming
the "virtual backbone" are penalized.

A performance evaluation of different Post-
query strategies is proposed in [8]. A Post-query
strategy executes Post-query protocols (servers
publish services they provide according to the
Posting protocol and clients request for services
according to the Querying protocol) in rounds.
Five Post-query strategies are confronted : the
greedy strategy, the incremental strategy, the uni-
form memoryless strategy, the with memory strat-
egy and the conservative strategy. The greedy
strategy consists in making all nodes publish to
or query all nodes in the network; the incremen-
tal strategy consists in making the set of nodes
to which other nodes publish and the set of nodes
other nodes query bigger each round; the uniform
memoryless strategy consists in making all nodes
publish to or query a random set of nodes; the
with memory strategy consists in making all nodes
publish to or query each round nodes not yet con-
tacted; the conservative strategy consists in mak-
ing all nodes publish to or query its one-hop neigh-
bors. The greedy strategy is obviously unsuitable
since nodes are limited in memory space. The uni-
form memoryless strategy may be suitable if the set
of nodes is small and the way memorizing nodes

are distributed is interesting, but the dissemination
of information does not follow any reproducible
property. The with memory strategy tends to make
all nodes knowing about all available information
in the network. The conservative strategy, im-
plies a non satisfactory dissemination of informa-
tion since nodes wishing to get the information to-
ken provided by the source will reduce the cost of
the request by one hop in the best case.

In [5], Karlsson et al. evaluate heuristics for
replica placement in wide-area systems and pro-
pose a methodology for heuristic selection. They
introduce constraints such as a threshold for the
average latency for example. Thus, they obtain a
system of constraints. The designer has to calcu-
late the general lower bound and the lower bounds
for all classes of heuristics that could be suit-
able for the system. The most suitable heuristic
is the one with the lowest bound. If this lower
bound is close to the general lower bound, there
exists no heuristic among non tested classes of
heuristics that would really be more suitable than
the heuristic with this lower bound. This ap-
proach would obviously not be suitable for mobile
networks since it is an off-line approach, where
the designer has to configure the parameters and
to choose an appropriate heuristic each time the
topologie changes.

In the same way as for service discovery, infor-
mation dissemination is important for geographi-
cal routing since mobiles need to know the loca-
tion of the destination they want to reach. To ac-
cess such an information token, the sender node
can broadcast a request for location and wait for a
reply for example. Each node knows its location
thanks to a positioning system such as GPS [1].

Grid Location Service [7] is a distributed ser-
vice location. Each node updates its location to
location servers and is able to be a location server
as well. As we move away from a node, its lo-
cation servers are scattered more and more; this
is possible since the network is divided into big-
ger and bigger squares. A level-0 square corre-
sponds to the unit square. A level-n square is com-
posed of four level-(n−1) squares. Each node has
to choose one node as location server in each of
the three squares taking part to the formation of
a higher level-square with it. Figure 1 shows in
which squares node B will have to choose its loca-
tion servers. Since the number of location servers
for a node decreases as we move away from it, the
total number of a node location servers tends to
be minimized. A node updates its location to its
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location servers when it has moved a given dis-
tance d away from its last updated location. The
main disadvantage of this proposal is that it im-
plies inevitably the use of GPS; this is not suitable
for information dissemination in the general case.
Moreover, it may happen that a node goes far away
to find a data instead of finding it near to it, in-
creasing the overhead and the query delay; this is
the case for border nodes within a square since the
distance between a border node wishing to reach
another border node standing next to him in a dif-
ferent square and a location server of this node, is
ineluctably longer than the distance between these
two nodes.

B

Figure 1. Example of Grid distribution
for node B location.

In Tribe [10], a node updates its location only to
one another node which is discovered on demand:
its anchor. Each node in the network has a univer-
sal identifier, a virtual identifier, a relative address
and a control area. A node calculates its virtual
identifier in the addressing space from its universal
identifier. Its anchor is then the node whom con-
trol area contains its virtual address. The anchor
knows the relative address of the node and its cur-
rent location. When a node needs to communicate
with another node, it first has to request for the cur-
rent location of the destination. To do so, the node
has to calculate, in the same way as the destination
node, the virtual address to find the node know-
ing the desired location. This is possible since
the universal addresses and the conversion func-
tion in respective virtual addresses are supposed
to be known by each node forming the network.
When a node has to forward a packet, it chooses
in its neighborhood the node whom control area is

closed to the control area containing the identifier
of the destination. Contrary to Grid, Tribe does
not use geographical information to determine the
nodes which will memorize the location of other
nodes and to route the packets. The disadvantage
is that the anchor of a node may be faraway from
the node thus increasing message overhead and re-
quest time.

2.2 Dominating Sets

In this section, we present dominating sets and
the algorithm we will use in our proposal to con-
struct them.

Dominating sets can be used in routing [4] to
determine nodes belonging to the search space for
routes and in broadcasting [11] to determine for-
warding nodes. A set of nodes is dominating if
all nodes belong to this set or have a neighbor
belonging to this set. A dominating set is a con-
nected dominating set (CDS) if all nodes in the set
can communicate with all the other nodes in the
set by using multihop links. When a node decides
to broadcast a message, if nodes belonging to the
CDS forward it, all the network is covered. The
interest is to minimize the dominating set size so
as to limit the number of forwarding nodes.

Wu and Li propose a marking algorithm pro-
viding a CDS in [12]. The first step of the al-
gorithm consists in marking nodes that possess at
least two neighbors that are not directly connected.
Then, two rules are successively used to reduce
the size of the CDS previously obtained. The first
rule (Rule 1) consists in unmarking a node if all of
its neighbors are also neighbors of another marked
node with higher priority than it. The second rule
(Rule 2) consists in unmarking a node if all of
its neighbors are also neighbors of two other di-
rectly connected marked nodes with higher priori-
ties than it. In [4], Dai et al. introduce a new rule,
called Rule k, to minimize the size of the dominat-
ing set obtained. This rule consists in unmarking
a node if its neighborhood is "covered" by a con-
nected set of nodes with higher priorities than it.
It is better than Rule 1 and Rule 2 in reducing the
number of dominating nodes.

In [2], the authors propose a rule to determine if
a node is not a dominating node. This proposal is a
variation of Rule k. A node u is not dominating if
the set of its neighbors with higher priorities than
it is connected and “covers” all its neighbors. This
is the definition we use in our proposal.

In algorithms aiming to find dominating sets,
this is generally the node id which is used as prior-
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ity. The disadvantage is that the penalized nodes
are always the same. It is not suitable for ad
hoc networks since mobiles are limited in memory
space.

All reviewed proposals in Section 2.1 do not
take care about available memory space of objects
acting as servers of information. Moreover, the de-
signed architectures may be difficult to maintain
due to the mobility of the network. We propose a
localized probabilistic algorithm to efficiently dis-
seminate information across the network. We fur-
ther improve this algorithm using dominating sets.

3 Probabilistic dissemination

In this section, we will focus on describing the
property hidden behind the idea of an efficient in-
formation dissemination and how we achieve to
verify this property using only local data.

3.1 Efficient information dissemination

We believe that an efficient dissemination
should balance the number of nodes needed to
cache information and the cost induced by request-
ing it. We also believe that a node looking for an
information token should find it or a reference to it
on a node closer to the source than itself. On one
hand, the closer is the node that caches the token
from the node that makes the request, the lower
will be the cost of the research. On the other hand,
it grows up the number of nodes that are needed
to disseminate the token and thus, the cache size
needed if more than one token is disseminated.

We can formalize this idea by the following def-
inition. We consider a network modeled as a unit
disk graph [3] G(V,E) where V is the set of nodes
and E is the set of edges. An edge exists be-
tween two nodes if they can communicate through
one direct wireless link (i.e. they are within each
other’s radio radius).

Definition 1 Let u be a node that has an informa-
tion token Iu to disseminate across the network.
Let v be a node and let Cache(v) be the set of to-
kens that are stored in the cache of node v. Iu is
said well disseminated if the following property is

verified :

∀v ∈ V,m < d(u, v) ≤ M,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Iu ∈ Cache(v)
or
∃w ∈ V s.t.
Iu ∈ Cache(w),
d(v, w) < λd(v, u),
d(u, w) < d(u, v),

where m and M are the minimum and the maxi-
mum distance between which we consider the cri-
terion, d(x, y) is the distance between node x
and node y in hops and λ is a distance factor
(λ ∈]0, 1[).

The parameter λ in the above definition is the
factor tweaking the balance between memory size
and research cost. The lower it is, the lower is the
cost of research but the higher is the number of
nodes needed to cache the token. For instance, a
fair balance would be achieved with λ = 1

2 .

3.2 Perfect case

Considering a perfect case, where we can place
nodes wherever we want, we can evaluate where
to place memorizing nodes to verify the property
using as few nodes as possible. The main idea of
our algorithm will then be to deduce a probabilis-
tic law for selecting the nodes that will cache the
token in order to average the perfect locations as
accurately as possible. So, the first thing to do
is to find the perfect locations of the nodes that
will cache the token. In that perfect but theoret-
ical case, we assimilate hop-distance to euclidean
distance. In the real case, we will run the algorithm
using hop-distance because we do not have any po-
sitionning system. As we will shown after, using
hop-distance is still enough to verify the property.

As we consider the criterion starting at distance
m, the first nodes that need to cache the token will
be located at a distance m to the source. Those
nodes are at the first rank, called r0 in the follow-
ing. Each of those nodes will cover a zone located
at a distance λm around them. A zone is said cov-
ered if all nodes located inside it satisfy the prop-
erty given in Definition 1. Thus, we need to dis-
tribute a number a0 of nodes on the circle of center
the source node and radius m. From here, we can
give the rule for constructing rank rn+1 from rank
rn (which will increase the covered area). The
construction of rank r1 from rank r0 is depicted
in Figure 2. Rank rn+1 is constructed from rank
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rn by placing a node on the intersection of each
couple of circles of centers each successive pair
of nodes of rank rn and radius λmn where mn is
the distance between the nodes of rank rn and the
source. A full view for ranks r0 and r1 is given in
Figure 3.a and 3.b.

��

� �� � Source node

r0 nodes

r1 nodes

Figure 2. Constructing r1 from r0.

(a) r0 (b) r0 and r1

Figure 3. Area covered by ranks r0 and
r1.

This construction algorithm introduces a con-
dition on the maximal distance between nodes of
a same rank. Nodes of rank rn must be at most
at distance 2λmn to each other to ensure that the
circles intersect. We can then define a condition
on the minimum number of nodes to place on rank
r0:

a0 > amin =
2π

arccos (1 − 2λ2)
. (1)

To satisfy the condition, we consider using a0 =
amin + k, k ∈ N

∗. We need to find the best value
of k so that the whole desired area is covered by
a minimum number of nodes. This can be easily
done by computing it for some values of k. Figure
4 shows the number of nodes needed to cover an
area going from 2 hops to the source to 20 hops
with λ = 1

2 . In that case, we can see that the good
values of k are 3 or 4.

In our construction, each rank has the same
number of nodes, that is a0 = a1 = · · · = an.
Thus, we are able to know for each rank, how
many nodes should cache the token so that the full
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area is covered (i.e. each node in the area satisfies
the property given in Definition 1). The last thing
needed is to know, for each rank, its distance to the
source. Again from simple geometrical properties,
we can deduce mn (the distance of rank rn to the
source):

mn = m0.τ
n, (2)

where τ is given by

τ =

√
1 − 1

2

(
1 − cos

2π

a0

)
+

√
λ2 − 1

2

(
1 − cos

2π

a0

)
.

Given the equations (1) and (2), we know where
to ideally place nodes that will cache the token so
as to verify the property given in Definition 1. It is
then easy to define a probabilistic rule P (d) so that
a node u located at a distance d to the source S can
decide by itself either it should cache the token or
not :

P (d) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

a0
NCd

i s.t. mi = d,
a0

NCd+NCd+1
s.t. mi �∈ N,

and 	mi
 = d(S, u),
0 otherwise,

(3)
where NCd is the number of nodes located at dis-
tance d to the source. NCd can be approximated
simply by using the surface of the ring of outer ra-
dius Rmi and inner radius R (d − 1). This surface
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is given by

S = πR2d2 − πR2 (d − 1)2 = πR2 (2d − 1)

where R is the transmission radius. Thus, NCd

can be approximated by the following formula

NCd = D (2d − 1) (4)

where D is the number of nodes per communica-
tion zone (i.e. the density of the network). The
accuracy of this formula is shown in Figure 6.

Thus, the publication algorithm to run is given
in Figure 5.

foreach node u ∈ G(V,E)
p := rand();
if p < P (u)

Cache the token in the node u
fi

end

Figure 5. Information publication al-
gorithm.

3.3 Localized protocol

As the global density can be estimated by the
local density, each node has the required knowl-
edge to execute the algorithm given in Figure 5
in a localized manner. The publish is done us-
ing a broadcast protocol. Each node receiving the
publication packet generates a random number and
checks against its probability. The distance to the
source is given by the publication packet.
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The main advantage of the algorithm is that
publication is done using only one broadcast. If

a node needs to look for a token, it broadcasts a
request in a small area around him. A node that
receives this request and that has cached the to-
ken can reply by providing the information token
or sending the address of the token publisher. If
no node receives the request, another broadcast
is done with a bigger area. The process is iter-
ated until a node that knows something about the
requested token replies. As information is well
disseminated, the request process will not iterate
much and the cost of research will remain low.

The next section exposes how this proposal can
be enhanced through the use of dominating sets.

3.4 Using dominating sets

Although our protocol works well, there is still
a problem induced by this fully probabilistic algo-
rithm. As the nodes take the decision by them-
selves without being aware of their neighborhood,
more than one node may store the information to-
ken where only one would be enough. If a node
only considers probability to memorize at each
rank, it may happen that two nodes close to each
other memorize the same token. We believe that
the use of dominating sets should lower the num-
ber of nodes storing and thus the memory use in-
duced by the dissemination.

Indeed, the property can still be verified if only
dominating nodes store the token. The goal is then
to run the algorithm given in Figure 5 no more on
all nodes but only on dominating ones.

3.4.1 Construction of Dominating Sets

If we construct only one dominating set using the
nodes id as priority, we would always use the same
nodes. That is not acceptable as their cache is not
unlimited. Thus, we construct several dominating
sets using the node id and the source id as prior-
ity. Then, the set will be different for each source,
distributing the tokens among the nodes with a fair
balance, optimizing the cache size needed in each
node. Moreover, we only use a non connected
dominating set because it would raise the number
of potential nodes without enhancing our proposal.
Thus, the rule for determining if a node u is not
dominating is changed to u is not dominating if
the set of its neighbors with higher priorities than
it “covers” all its neighbors.
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3.4.2 Memorization algorithm

Each node knows for each source if it belongs to a
dominating set. Only nodes belonging to a dom-
inating set for a given source check against the
probability to memorize the token provided by this
source. Thus, the property is still verified and the
number of memorizing nodes is reduced.

The probability for a node to memorize given
by (3) is modified since NCd is now the number
of dominating nodes which can be approximated
by

NCd = πd, (5)

as shown in figure 7. This formula comes from the
fact that if dominating nodes were placed on a cir-
cle of radius dR, the distance between them would
be 2R (where R is the communication radius). Al-
though the formula overestimates the number of
dominating nodes, it only occurs at a relatively far
distance to the source. Thus, the results on the
probability still fit our needs (see Section 4.2).
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4 Experiments

4.1 Without dominating sets

In order to evaluate our protocol, we run ex-
periments on a 500 nodes unit graph. Nodes are
distributed uniformly in a square area. The com-
munication range is 10 meters. A node is selected
at the center of the area to be the source of the in-
formation token. It broadcasts a publication packet
that includes its identifier and some data about the
token it wishes to publish. These data depend on

the type of information that is published. For in-
stance, in the case of service publication, it can in-
clude the service description which will be stored
with the id of the publisher. Nodes forwarding the
broadcast packet run the algorithm given in Fig-
ure 5 to decide either they should store the token
or not. First, we present the results obtained with
λ = 1

2 as it is representative of a fair balance be-
tween cache size and research cost. Then, we will
show how we can modify the cache needs through
the change of the value of λ.
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Figure 8. Efficiency of the publication
algorithm.

Figures 8.a and 8.b, show the proportion of
nodes that are storing the token and how the prop-
erty given in Definition 1 is verified across the net-
work. We can see that we achieve to strongly ver-
ify the property around the source using only a
small amount of nodes. With this results, we can
expect to be able to manage much more sources
and verify the property for all these sources with-
out leading to huge cache size needs.

Figure 9 shows that our expectation is verified
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as the number of entries in the cache of the nodes
remains very low while increasing the number of
nodes.

The influence of λ for the publication is shown
in Figure 10. The values are given for density 15
and λ = 0.3, 0.7 and 0.9. We can see that, as
we expected, modifying λ can change the average
cache size. Moreover, the property is still verified
in each case.

4.2 Enhancement through dominating
sets use

As we can see in Figure 11.b, we achieved to
lower the number of nodes needed to verify the
property by using non connected dominating sets.
Moreover, Figure 11.a shows that the property is
still verified which was our goal. Figure 11.c
shows that the priority used to construct the dom-
inating set (a hash between source id and node id)
well balance the selected nodes when using mul-
tiple sources. Indeed, the cache size in the nodes
that are storing tokens is lower than the one when
only the probabilistic algorithm is used.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a probabilistic
method for performing an efficient information
dissemination in a mobile ad hoc network. We
first proposed a criterion of efficient information
dissemination which depends on the balance of re-
quest and memory cost we want to address. We
shown through experimental results that our pro-
posal fits our objective which was to verify our cri-
terion using little memory and a simple algorithm

that can run on very small nodes. Then, we im-
proved this proposal by using dominating sets and
shown through experimental results that the prop-
erty is still verified.

Our experiments shown that our algorithm
should be suitable for a large population which dis-
seminates a large amount of information across the
network. For this purpose, we must work on an ef-
ficient cache policy to use when no more memory
is available on small objects.

Our next work is to evaluate the cost of the re-
quest to verify that our protocol actually optimizes
it.
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Figure 10. Influence of λ.
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Figure 11. Enhancement provided by the use of dominating sets.
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